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Abstract:  

The main aim of this project is to utilize 

the application of the Arduino board to control 

the intensity of street light. As the traffic 

decreases slowly during late-night hours, the 

intensity gets reduced progressively till morning 

to save energy and so, the street lights switch on 

at the dusk and then switch off at the dawn, 

automatically. The process repeats every day. 

White Light Emitting Diodes (LED) replaces 

conventional HID lamps in street lighting 

system to include dimming feature. The 

intensity is not possible to be controlled by the 

high intensity discharge (HID) lamp which is 

generally used in urban street lights. LED lights 

are the future of lighting, because of their low 

energy consumption and long life. LED lights 

are fast replacing conventional lights because 

intensity control is possible by the pulse width 

modulation. This proposed system uses an 

Arduino board and a rectified-power supply. 

String of LED are interfaced to the Arduino 

board with a MOSFET device.The intensity 

control of the LED light is possible by varying 

duty cycle from a DC source. A programmed 

Ardunio board is engaged to provide different 

intensities at different times of the night using 

PWM technique. This project is also enhanced 

by integrating the LDR to follow  switching 

operation precisely. 

Key Words : lighting system; wireless networks 

for smart grids; sensors; ARM processor 

 

1.INTRODUCTION: 

 

     The Smart City (SC) paradigm helps 

renovate the traditional city concept. In fact, it is 

possible to realize and develop efficient 

demand-side strategies integrating the 

monitoring and automation features ensured by 

intelligent devices and their communication 

apparatuses typically used in many 

applications[1]. Within this concept, public 

lighting, being a great electrical energy 

consumer, has recently been attracting the 

interest of the research community. Scientists, 

combining the SC paradigm with alternative 

energies and new lighting technologies, are 
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conceiving systems previously unimaginable, 

which can increase the efficiency obtaining 

considerable energy consumption savings and 

consequently money savings [2]. Lighting is one 

of the most important and expensive 

responsibilities of a city, and accounts for 

almost 10-38% percent of the expenditure on 

electricity[3]. Street lighting is a particularly 

criticalconcern for public authorities in 

developing countries because of its strategic 

importance for economic and social stability. 8–

10% of the total lighting corresponds to outdoor 

lighting which includes street lights, traffic 

lights and parking lots’ lighting [4]. The 

installed solar panels are exposed to the open 

air. As a result, dust, bird droppings, marine 

spray, pollen and, of course, pollution particles 

are all external phenomena that can gradually be 

accumulated on the surface of these 

photovoltaic panels[5]. This accumulation of 

dirt and dust can in time constitute a thin layer 

on the photovoltaic cells. This layer, depending 

on its thickness, may mask exposure to the sun 

or absorb some of the incident radiation; And 

thus causes a reduction in the current and 

voltage generated by the solar panels. This can 

drastically reduce the performance of solar 

panels [6]. Therefore it is critical to take into 

account the effect of dust. The rate of 

converting electrical energy into visible light is 

called “luminous efficacy” and is measured in 

Lumens per watt. Most urban and semi-urban 

cities and towns in India are still using a 

combination of fluorescent, Compact 

Fluorescent Lamps (CFL), High Pressure 

Sodium Vapor (HPSV) lamps or Metal Halide 

(MH) bulbs, which result in high energy 

expenditures and high maintenance costs. 

Outdated installations increase energy costs and 

new technology represents a large cost saving 

potential. Table 1 shown below presents a 

comparative study of various lighting 

technologies used. A relevant conclusion that 

can be drawn from the table is that Light 

Emitting Diodes (LED) provides an efficient 

solution considering their low power 

consumption, long life time, negligible 

maintenance and excellent colour rendering 

properties [7]. Annual energy cost is calculated 

using (1) where Χ is the cost, Ω is the wattage, 

H is the daily operating hours, K is the cost of 

electricity in kWh and Nthe number of lamps 

considered. 

 

 
Figure 1: show source enegy consumption 

 

2.PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

As stated earlier our main objective is to 

provide an efficient & energy saving lighting 
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system by evaluating the outside lighting 

condition and then adjusting the lights 

accordingly. The circuit mainly consists of a 

sensing element known as LDR,which is 

followed by processing unit Arduino which 

takes input for sensing element and gives its 

output to the LEDS (lighting units).Though 

other units like relays, transistors are also be 

used for higher voltage supply. The LDR senses 

the light and sends the data to Arduino. The 

Arduino analyse the in such a data and gives its 

response to the LEDS through the relay 

mechanism. The Arduino is programmed way it 

automatically adjusts the lights to give most 

accurate result possible.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: shows light rays emited by LED 

 

3.Advanced led/oled-based lighting systems for 

obtaining energy savings: 

  

    The full efficiency of a lighting point is 

affected by light utilization, which represents 

how well the light generated from the luminaire 

reaches the target area and provides suitable 

illumination. For example, thanks to the small 

size of LEDs, an improved optical control and 

directionality can be obtained; conversely, the 

large size of OLEDs emitting surface in 

conjunction with low brightness and low glare 

can enable their use very close to the task area. 

For maximizing light utilization for both LED 

and OLED sources, it is required a move 

beyond the obsolete form factors such as those 

of the light bulb and recessed luminaire, toward 

form factors that maximize application 

efficiency as well as optical, electrical, and 

thermal efficiencies. New LED-based facilities 

for outdoor areas have demonstrated the ability 

to provide suitable illuminance levels using a 

significantly lower total emitted light respect to 

conventional lighting points that the new LED 

devices have replaced. This is accomplished 

through improved light distribution that reduces 

over-lighting in the target area, improves 

illuminance uniformity and produces less 

wasted light falling outside the target area.  

Figure-2 shows a specific example of improved 

light utilization of LED-based outdoor lighting 

facilities. A parking lot lighting is realized 

using Cree LEDs in each light point, getting 

66% reduction of energy consumption 

compared with High Intensity Discharge (HID) 

lamps due to improved efficiency and reduced 

total light generation. In addition, a 

significantly larger area of the parking lot is 

illuminated much better, particularly 
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advantageous for driver and pedestrian safety 

(Edmond, Cree Inc., 2015).  

  

 
    

Figure 3: Improved light utilization of LED-

based outdoor lighting facilities compared to 

HID light sources. 

  

Furthermore, given the small size of LEDs, they 

can be combined with specially designed lenses 

to improve light utilization. Instead of a 

traditional spherical shape, specific lenses have 

complex, multi-curved surfaces without any 

prescribed symmetry. They precisely control 

light to achieve a desired energy distribution in 

the illuminated area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: show solar system 

4.Features: 

  

     Most solar panels turn on and turn off 

automatically by sensing outdoor light using a 

light source. Solar streetlights are designed to 

work throughout the night. Many can stay lit for 

more than one night if the sun is not available 

for a couple of days. Older models included 

lamps that were not fluorescent or LED. Solar 

lights installed in windy regions are generally 

equipped with flat panels to better cope with the 

winds. Latest designs use wireless technology 

and fuzzy control theory for battery 

management. The street lights using this 

technology can operate as a network with each 

light having the capability of performing on or 

off the network. 

 

5.Components: 

 5.1Solar street lights consist of 5 main parts: 
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There are many components involved in 

creating a commercial solar street light system. 

What components are used to manufacture the 

system can make or break a system over time. 

Here is a quick overview of what components 

are used in most typical solar street light 

systems. Note that not all manufactures use the 

same components in their solar street lighting 

systems. 

5.1.1Solar Panel: 

 The solar panel is one of the most important 

parts of solar street lights, as the solar panel will 

convert solar energy into electricity. There are 2 

types of solar panel: mono-crystalline and poly-

crystalline. Conversion rate of mono-crystalline 

solar panel is much higher than poly-

crystalline.Solar panel are varies from wattag 

system. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5:show solar street light 

 

5.1.2.Lighting Fixture: 

 

      LED is usually used as lighting source of 

modern solar street light, as the LED will 

provide much higher Lumens with lower energy 

consumption. The energy consumption of LED 

fixture is at least 50% lower than HPS fixture 

which is widely used as lighting source in 

Traditional street lights. LEDs lack of warm up 

time also allows for use of motion detectors for 

additional efficiency gains. 

5.1.3.Rechargeable Battery: 

     Battery will store the electricity from solar 

panel during the day and provide energy to the 

fixture during night. The life cycle of the battery 

is very important to the lifetime of the light and 

the capacity of the battery will affect the backup 

days of the lights. There are usually 2 types of 

batteries: Gel Cell Deep Cycle Battery and Lead 

Acid Battery and many more. 

 

5.1.4.Pole: 

 

   Strong Poles are necessary to all street lights, 

especially to solar street lights as there are often 

components mounted on the top of the pole: 

fixtures, panels and sometimes batteries. 

However, in some newer designs, the PV panels 

and all electronics are integrated in the pole 

itself. Wind resistance is also a factor. Also 

there are some accessories, like foudation cage 

and battery box. 
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6.Advantages: 

 

Solar street lights are independent of the utility 

grid. Hence, the operation costs are minimized. 

 

• Solar street lights require much less 

maintenance compared to conventional 

street lights. 

• Since external wires are eliminated, risk 

of accidents are minimized.  

• This is a non polluting source of 

electricity 

• Separate parts of solar system can be 

easily carried to the remote areas 

• It allows the saving of energy and also 

cost. 

Conclution: 

       It  is  apparent  from the  current  setup  that  

two  robust approaches  can  lead  to  save  

energy  as  far  as  thearrangement of  the street  

light in  the highways,  Traffic  and parking are 

concerned. First of all the replacement ofcurrent 

fluorescent lamps by LEDs are cost e ffective 

andless voltage requirement. Secondly the  

arrangement canbe achieved by low investment 

and in turns saves more 

energy by automatically dimming of LEDs in 

no traffic situation. In this paper, we reported 

on new technologies and devices employed in 

advanced solar powered LEDbased lighting 

systems, used for both outdoor and indoor 

applications, in order to obtain energy savings, 

new additional services for smart cities and 

quick low-cost maintainance. LED lights are up 

to 80% more efficient than traditional lamps, 

ensuring huge energy savings but also suitable 

illuminance levels, improved light distribution 

by using proper focusing lenses, illuminance 

uniformity and producing less wasted light 

falling outside the target area. For off-grid 

communities or places, solarpowered LED-

based lighting systems offer an excellent 

solution to efficently illuminate large areas 

rather than bringing the electric grid to deliver 

needed electricity. Solar LED lighting gives 

substantial environmental and health benefits 

beside energy savings, such as the non-use of 

kerosene, still diffused in under-developed 

countries, that produces heavy particulates. 

Furthermore, new LEDbased lighting facilities 

require very little maintenance and are easier to 

install than the wired counterparts, due to not 

need to carry the mains voltage being supplied 

by solar or kinetic energy, as described 

previously.  
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